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INTRODUCTION
In June of 2019, TBCH underwent re-accreditation with the Council of
Accreditation (COA), an international independent, nonprofit
accreditor of human services organizations. Our program services,
administration and management, and service delivery received high
marks across the board and praise from the site reviewers.

Council on Accreditation (COA) Standards
Administration and Management Standards
Ethical Practice

Financial Management

Governance

Human Resources Management

Performance & Quality Improvement

Risk Prevention & Management

Service Delivery Administration Standards
Administrative & Service Environment

Behavior Support & Management

Client Rights

Training & Supervision

Service Standards
Adoption Services

Family Foster Care & Kinship Care

Group Living Services
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RESIDENTIAL CARE
TBCH served 99 children on their three campuses in the 2019-2020 fiscal year. This is down from 123 children
served in the 2018-2019 fiscal year. Due to COVID residential campuses suspended admission for approximately
90 days in the spring which explains the decrease in children served.
Permanency Goals for Children in Residential Care

Reunification with parents, guardians or other family
members is the goal for 52% of TBCH’s residents, while
33% plan to move to an adoptive home at some point
in the future. TBCH is expected to provide
Independent Living services for 20% of its current
residents in the future.

IPP Goals for Children in Residential Care

80% (down from 83% last year) of TBCH youth in Residential
Care completed at least one of the goals on their
Individualized Program Plan. The uncertainty of COVID led to
difficulties planning counseling sessions and family visitation.
This coupled with school moving from remote to in-person
learning sporadically made the decline in goal completion
expected.

QCRR for Residential Care
Quarterly Case Records Reviews evaluate the presence,
clarity, quality, continuity, and completeness of
required documents for children/youth in residential
care. The accuracy of the residential files is consistently
100%.
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CFARS for Residential Care
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The Child Functional Assessment Rating Scale rates children in
16 indexes* organized in 4 domains and scores them
accordingly. Decreases in CFARS reflect decline in problems
severity, increases show elevations in problem severity and no
change shows stability in problem severity.

*Relationship—Hyperactivity, Work/School, Interpersonal Relationships, Cognitive Performance, Behavior in the Home, Danger to Others
Safety—Socio-Legal, Substance Use, Security Management Needs, Danger to Self
Emotionality—Anxiety, Traumatic Stress, Depression
Disability—ADL (Activities of Daily Living) Functioning, Medical/Physical, Thought Process
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FOSTER CARE
TBCH served 180 children in foster homes across the state during the 2019-2020 fiscal year. This is up from 177
children served in the 2018-2019 fiscal year. Due to COVID several foster homes were unable to take
placements for a period of time due to remote school and foster parents working at home.
Permanency Goals for Children in Foster Care

Reunification with parents, guardians or other family
members is the goal for 38% of children placed in TBCH’s
foster homes, while 25% plan to move to an adoptive home
at some point in the future. TBCH and DCS are working on
Dual Goals (adoption/reunification) for 36% of the foster
children in TBCH foster homes.

IPP Goals for Children in Foster Care

66% (up from 54% last year) of children placed in TBCH’s
foster homes completed at least one of the goals on their
Individualized Program Plan. The uncertainty of COVID led
to difficulties scheduling case manager visits, counseling
appointments and virtual schooling made it remarkable that
children were completing more goals than in 2018-2019.

QCRR for Foster Care
Quarterly Case Records Reviews evaluate the presence,
clarity, quality, continuity, and completeness of
required documents for children/youth in residential
program. The accuracy of the foster files consistently
continues to increase, and the statewide average has
remained above 95% for the previous year.
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CFARS for Foster Care
Relationship
Safety

No change
65%
81%

Decrease
24%
12%

Increase
12%
7%

*Relationship—Hyperactivity, Work/School, Interpersonal Relationships, Cognitive Performance,
Behavior in the Home, Danger to Others
Safety—Socio-Legal, Substance Use, Security Management Needs, Danger to Self

The Child Functional Assessment Rating Scale rates children in
16 indexes* organized in 4 domains and scores them
accordingly. Decreases in CFARS reflect decline in problems
severity, increases show elevations in problem severity and no
change shows stability in problem severity.

Emotionality—Anxiety, Traumatic Stress, Depression
Disability—ADL (Activities of Daily Living) Functioning, Medical/Physical, Thought Process
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Employee Satisfaction Survey 2019 vs. 2020

Follow up conversations with leadership included:
Merit bonus and salary increase opportunities
Accountability for responding to emails and calls in a timely manner
Rewording the survey to change “promotion” to “job” opportunities due to the limited promotion opportunities of an organization the size of TBCH
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Giving Summary
When churches across Tennessee made the tough decision to cancel
in-person gatherings and move to virtual services, we already
understood that church giving would drop. Our fiscal year closed at
the end of October, and now eight months into this pandemic we
can see some very hopeful trends in the way our donors are giving.
This perspective is based on a comparison of our past two fiscal
years.
As expected, church gifts are down nearly 15%, reflecting smaller
gifts and gifts from fewer churches. Our prayers go out to the
struggling congregations across the state. Perhaps in part because
more people are worshiping at home, online giving has increased
about 66%, and almost 38% more people are giving online!

Event giving yields another promising figure. Like many nonprofits, we’ve had to think outside the box. We rescheduled and modified golf tournaments, went virtual with the 2020 I Cared for One gala, and added a social-distancingfriendly TopGolf event. Supporters apparently appreciated our efforts with a 43% increase in total event donations.
Through all the ups and downs of 2020, God has continued to bless TBCH through our faithful donors. With their
help, we will continue to welcome children in hard places and show them the hope in Christ they may need now
more than ever!
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Houseparent Survey Results
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Foster Parent Survey Results
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